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The purpose of this paper is to explore certain properties of Banach spaces.

The first chapter begins with basic definitions, includes examples of Banach spaces,

and concludes with some properties of continuous linear functionals. In the second

chapter, dimension is discussed; then one version of the Hahn-Banach Theorem is

presented. The third chapter focuses on dual spaces and includes an example using

co, RI, and e'. The role of locally convex spaces is also explored in this chapter. In

the fourth chapter, several more theorems concerning dual spaces and related

topologies are presented. The final chapter focuses on reflexive spaces. In the main

theorem, the relation between compactness and reflexivity is examined. The paper

concludes with an example of a non-reflexive space.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUTION

The purpose of this paper is to explore certain properties of Banach

spaces. The first chapter begins with some basic definitions and includes

examples of norms and Banach spaces. The first section concludes with an

examination of some properties of continuous linear functionals. The second

chapter continues the discussion of Banach spaces. The significance of dimension

is examined, and then one version of the Hahn-Banach Theorem is presented.

The third chapter focuses on dual spaces. An example using ce, tl, and i is

given. The role of locally convex topological vector spaces is also explored in this

chapter. The fourth chapter continues the examination of dual spaces. Second

duals are introduced and several more theorems concerning dual spaces and their

related topologies are presented. The final chapter focuses on reflexive spaces.

The main theorem examines the relation between compactness and reflexivity.

The paper concludes with an example of a non-reflexive space.

A basic knowledge of real analysis, topology, and linear algebra is assumed.

The reader should also note that the symbol c is used to denote a strict set

inclusion, whereas c allows the possibility of equality. The zero element of any

space other than R is denoted by 0. The set A' is the set of limit points of the set

A. All other notation used is standard, unless otherwise indicated. We begin
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with a basic definition.

Definition 1.1 Let X be a vector space over the scalar field R. A function

I:X-R so that

a) IxI 0 for all xcX,

b) jxi =0 if and only if x=6,

c) axs jajixQ forallxEX, acR, and

d) x+yj|||sjjxj+ lyfor all x,ycX

is a norm on X.

In fact, a stronger property can be established for a norm.

Proposition 1.2 If [lis a norm on X, IjaxQa= ll lxI for all xcX and

ac

Proof: Suppose that a = 0. Since 11xjj 0 for all xcX and

|IaxI s IaIxi=O0Ixl=0, for a=0, 0sIaxIs0 and it must be true that

axx= lalIlxi.

Suppose that a*0. Since Iax||sIl la|Ixi, it follows that IxI l ax/laI1.

However, it is also true that lxi=I(1/al)-ax1 s1/al -laxj=iaxl/lal. Thus,

it must be true that ixll=IaxI/Ia I and Iaxi=Ia I txi. I

Definition 1.3 Given a vector space X and a norm , the pair (X, It-I)

is called a normed linear space.
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Note that the norm I-I induces a metric topology by d(xy) =x-y . The

resulting topology is referred to as the norm topology.

Definition 1.4 For a normed linear space X, let Bx = {xcX: I xj s 1} and let

Sx={xEX:lxI=1}.

Definition 1.5 A metric space X in which every Cauchy sequence

converges to an element of the space is called complete. A Banach space is a

complete normed linear space.

One familiar example of a Banach space is R", for ncN, with the Euclidean

or C2 norm defined by lx Ii= (x12+ ... + x,/) for all x=(x c ERc. Clearly, lxi 0.

If lxi =0, (xi2+...+xj) =0, which means x=O for all i, 1 isn. Conversely, if x;=0

for all i, 1sisn, clearly lxii =0. For aER,

l ax =[(axi)2 +...+(ax)2 =[a2 (xi2 +...+xn 2 )I = (a I lxi. Thus, jx+yj =

[(XI + y)2 +...+ (xn+ yn)2 a S 12 +... + x2+ y12 +... + y '+2|xljy j]'=

(jxj 2 +y 2+2l1xllI y|) =lix I+||jy since it can be shown by induction that

(xy jsjx 1jjyj1,where xy= xyi. Therefore, [1 is a norm on R". Clearly, R
1=1

is a linear space since if x=(x1,...,x) and y = (y1,...,y), for a,bcR,

ax + by = (ax1 + by1,...,axn+by)cR" since ax +bxjcR, where 1sin.

Choose (xk) a Cauchy sequence in R". Then for c >0 there exists NE N so

a
that if l,m N IxI-xI <c, which means I txi-xmi 2 <6F2. Then certainly for

i=1

each i, where 1sisn, I x1 -xmj I <s. Thus, for a fixed i, (x)a is a Cauchy

sequence in R and must converge. Suppose (x ,) converges to Li, where eLER for

1 isn. Note that 2= (Le)cR. If 1 isn and e >0, there exists Ni so that if k Ni,
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IXk-2i|<E/ f . Let N=max(Ni), 1 isn. For k N

xi-2iI <c/ yii for all i. Thus, j Xki-i2jI 2 <ne 2/n=6C2, which means lxk-

2||<s for all k N. Therefore, (xk) converges to 2 and R" is complete.

It should be noticed that the Euclidean or 22 norm is not the only norm

which induces a metric topology on R". For example, consider the 21 function

defined by 1x111= jxfl and the 20 function defined by IxI.= imx i

Both can easily be shown to be norms on R. Let us consider the unit ball

defined by each of these norms. In each case, B1.= {xcR: lxisl}.

In R2 , each of these unit balls can be pictorally represented:

B. 2 with the 21 norm B, with the 22 norm B. with the 2" norm

For each of these norms, the sets Sn= {xcR: j xI <l/n), for nEN, form a

neighborhood base of 0. By examining the illustration, it would appear that a

neighborhood of each type contains neighborhoods with respect to each of the

other norms. In fact, this is possible, which means the norm topologies are

actually equivalent.

Note that 11x11.s1x112 since max Ix I ( 2) ,while
lsisn11
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ixiI2 i li2 since( x2) s fh 19  jx I. Therefore, the Euclidean

norm topology and the 2" norm topology are equivalent. Furthermore, lix s xI

since " jx |s Ix l,while |xjjs i xj. since
n ~

x, Isn- 'ax Ixf. Therefore, the norm topologies induced by the 2"

norm and the 21 norm are equivalent, and it follows that all three topologies are

actually equivalent.

It can also be shown that c, the collection of all sequences in R which

converge to 0, is a Banach space with the ." norm. If (x)cc, (;) converges to 0.

Thus, for e >0 and acR\{0}, there exists NeN so that if nN Ix,I<e/al. Then

ax.] =jaj xj|<|IaI-s/l-aI=c for all n>N, which means (ax)cO. Clearly the

constant zero sequence is contained in c. Choose (x) and (y)EccO. Then for

E>0 there exist N, and N2cN so that if n N1 jxjI <c/2 and if n N2 IyjI<e/2.

For n N=max(N,N 2), lx+y. js x1 + jy, I <s/2+ e/2=e, which implies

(x +y.)Eco. It follows that for a,bc R, (axe+by)cco. Thus, co is a linear space.

Let x=(x,,)cc0 . If jxj-.=sup{ix] :nEN}=0, then x=0 for all nEN.

Conversely, if x=0 for all nE N, Ixjj.=0. For acER,

|ax[.=sup{|ax.f:ncN}=jalsup{xj:ncN}= jajx||.. Ifx,yEc%,

|x+y||.=SUP{ x.+yn :nEN)ssup{IE :nE N}+sup{|Y|:nEN} = x|.+ 1yA..

Therefore, c is a normed linear space.

Let (x.) be a Cauchy sequence of elements of c. Then for c >0 there

exists NcN so that if m,n N I|xm-n-< s/2, which means sup{Ixmi-x i :icN} <c/2.
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Thus for a fixed icN, (@g,)- is a Cauchy sequence in R and must converge.

Suppose (x,) converges to 2. Let 2=(2;). Since sup{ x -x, I:icN}<e/2 for all

m,n N, for a fixed n N RnI xm,i-xn,i I = IN2-x, j se/2< c for all iEN, which means

Sx,-2 |<s for n N and (x ) converges to 2.

Since (x,) converges to 2, for s >0 there exists NEN so that I XN-2 j1<s/2,

which means that I xN,i~ 2 i jI<&/2 for all icN. Furthermore, since xN,i converges to

0 as i approaches oo, there exists N2cN so that if i N2 IxN,i I <s/2. Thus 12I IIs

If2-xN,i + j XN,i <e/2+ e/2= e whenever i N2 , which means (2j) converges to 0.

Therefore, ec%, and c0 is complete.

It can similarly be shown that 21 and I' are also Banach spaces, where 21

is the space of sequences in R which are absolutely summable with the 291 norm

and I' is the space of bounded sequences in R with the supremum norm.

Definition 1.6 If X and Y are normed linear spaces, the function f:X-+Y is

called a linear function provided that f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) for all x,ycX and

f(ax) = af(x) for all act. If the range space is R, f is referred to as a linear

functional.

Continuous linear functionals are of particular interest in the following

chapters. In preparation, the next theorem provides several useful

characterizations of such functions.

Theorem 1.7 If X is a normed linear space and f:X-+R is a linear

functional, then the following are equivalent:
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a) f is continuous

b) sup{If(x)1:Ilxjsl}<co

c) there exists M>0 so that ff(x)J Mj1xj for all XEX

d) f is continuous at OcX

e) there exists xcX so that f is continuous at x0

f) f is uniformly continuous.

ProQ-f: Suppose f is continuous. Then f is continuous at 0. Thus for e >0

there exists 6>0 so that if D|xI <6, jf(x) j <e. For xcX, 6xcX by properties of a

vector space. Furthermore, by the definition of the norm, if I6x f <6 then

16x1 =6|jxI<6, which implies fixj <1. Now if 16x1<6 then jf(6x)j<a, but

since f is a linear functional this can be restated to read that whenever j x I <1,

If(6x)1=6 1f(x)j <e. However, this means that for all xEX so that Ix jj<1,

jf(x) <s/6 and thus if Ixjjs1 then If(x)Is/6< o. Therefore,

sup{If(x)I:IxI 1}<o, and a) implies b).

Suppose that sup{ jf(x)j: xls1} <a. Then there exists M>0 so that

If(x)I sM for all xcX so that IxD s1. Thus if Dxl=1, we have If(x)|s MIxI.

Choose xcX so that x*O, and suppose jx II#1. Then there exists acR so that

IxI=a. Thus II(1/a)-xD=(1/a)i-xl=1, which means

If[(1/a)-x] I =(1/a)-f(x) I M and jf(x) <sMa=M|lxII for all xcX so that lixI*0.

If lx| 1=0, it must be true that x=0 and jf(x) f =0 M by definition. Therefore,

there exists M> 0 so that I f(x) I M jjx|N for all xcX, and b) implies c).
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Suppose there exists M >0 so that I f(x) js M|jjx f for all xcX. Then clearly

f(x-0) I =I f(x)-f(O) fs M I x-O I for all xcX. Choose e >0. Consider

{xcX: lx-0=||xi<E/M}=BIM(O). Then jf(x)-f(O) sMjjx-0<M-(c/M)=e.

Therefore, for e>0 there exists 6=e/M>0 so that if Ix-OIl<6 then

If(x)-f(O) I <e, which means f is continuous at 0 and c) implies d).

Suppose f is continuous at 0. Then clearly there exists x cX so that f is

continuous at x 0, namely x0 = 0. Thus d) implies e).

Suppose f is continuous at x 0. Then for >0 there exists 6>0 so that if

jx-x|jj<6, Jf(x)-f(k)1<e. Consider z=x-y+x 0 for x,ycX. Then if lz-xgJ<6,

If(z)-f(x 0)j <, which means if I z-x0 j = I x-y I <6 then I f(x)-f(y)j <a. Since this is

true for all x,ycX so that Itx-y j<6, it follows that f is uniformly continuous and e)

implies f).

Suppose f is uniformly continuous. Then for c >0 there exists 6>0 so that

if I x-yI <6 then I f(x)-f(y)<e for x,yEX. In particular, for x0cX if I x-x 0 I <6 then

I f(x)-f(xq) j <E for xcX. Therefore, f is continuous at & for all xOEX, which means

f is continuous and f) implies a). I

It should be noted that the same characterizations hold for a continuous

linear function f:X->Y. As the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.6, it has been

omitted.

Since for a continuous linear function T:X->Y there exists M>0 so that

||T(x) 11ysM xjjx Ifx for all xcX, one consequence of the previous theorem is that
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continuous linear functions preserve Cauchy sequences. This result has an

important application to the previous example. Since the three norms on R" yield

equivalent topologies, the identity map is a continuous linear function with a

continuous inverse. Thus, it follows that Rn is actually complete with any of the

three norms.



CHAPTER II

DIMENSION AND THE HAHN-BANACH THEOREM

This chapter continues the study of Banach spaces and continuous linear

functions. One specific type of continuous function is of particular interest.

Definition 2.1 A linear mapping L:X+Y is called an isomorphism if it is a

linear homeomorphism from its domain to its range; i.e., if it is a continuous, one-

to-one, open map. If there exists such a map which is also subjective, the spaces

X and Y are said to be isomorphic.

The next theorem provides a useful characterization of linear

isomorphisms.

Theorem 2.2 The following are equivalent:

a) a linear mapping L:X+Y is an isomorphism onto its range

b) there exist positive numbers m and M so that

mIxjsjL(x)j-sMIxjj for all XEX

c) there exist positive numbers p and q so that psI L(x) I sq for all

xcX so that jjxjj1=1.

Proof: Suppose L is an isomorphism. Then L is a continuous and one-to-

one linear function, as is L1 . Since L is continuous, by Theorem 1.7 there exists

10
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M >0 so that jj L(x) jj M jjx 11 for all xcX. Since Li is continuous and linear, by

Theorem 1.7 there exists N >0 so that Ix IsN : j|L(x) j for all L(x)cL(X), which

means IL(x) I (1/N)|lixil for all xc X. Thus there exists m>0 so that

mix IsL(x) 1. Therefore, there exist positive numbers m and M so that

mIxlsL(x)l MlIxI for all xcX.

Suppose there exist m,M >0 so that mix <sIL(x) <sMIlxI for all xcX.

Then by Theorem 1.7, L and L1 are both continuous, provided that Li is well-

defined. Clearly, L:X->L(X) is onto. Suppose L(a) = L(b). Then L(a-b) = 0. If

a b, then la-b I >0. Since mila-blis IL(a-b)l, this implies 0<m Ia-bIs0, which is

clearly a contradiction. Therefore, L is one-to-one, 1L1 is well-defined, and it

follows that L is an isomorphism.

Suppose there exist m,M>0 so that mixlslL(x)IsMIxI for all xcX.

Then by Theorem 1.7, L is continuous and there exists q>0 so that IL(x) I sq for

all xcX so that ||xi|=1, namely q=M. Furthermore, there exists p >0 so that

ps L(x) f for all xEX so that lxi =1, namely p = m. Therefore, there exist p,q >0

so that psIjL(x)Isq for all xcX so that Ixi=1.

Suppose there exist p,q>0 so that psIL(x) 1 sq for all xEX so that lxi=1.

Note that if x=0, L(x)I=q1xI =0. Suppose x*0. If lx I=1, then IL(x)xsqjxj.

If lxi*1, then IxII=a for some a>0, and j(1/a)-xl=1. Then

I L((1/a)-xjj I = (1/a)-11L(x) ff|sq, which implies I1L(x) I sqa = q lxi. A similar

argument demonstrates that jJ L(x)||1 pIlxi. Therefore, there exist m,M> 0 so that

mlxlslL(x)lsMi|x|i for all xcX. I
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The next result is a consequence of Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.3 If L:X-+Y is a bounded linear mapping, then L is an

isomorphism onto its range if and only if inf{j L(x) 1:1IxjI= 1}>0.

Proof: Suppose L is an isomorphism onto its range. Then by Theorem 2.2

there exists p>0 so that psjjL(x)fj for all xcX so that lxi=1. Thus IL(x)IJp>0

for all x so that jjxjf =1. Since p>0 is a lower bound for {IIL(x)II:I|xI=1), it

follows that inf{ jjL(x)1:jjxjj =1}2p>0.

Suppose inf{ jjL(x)jj :BxI=1}>0. Then there exists p>0 so that IL(x) Ip

for all xcX so that lx I=1. Since L is bounded there exists q>0 so that IL(x)1s

qjx|I for all xcX. Thus for Ixi=1, jL(x) q and by Theorem 2.2 L is an

isomorphism. *

Definition 2.4 A finite-dimensional space is the linear span of a finite set.

A basis for a finite dimensional space X is a finite set of linearly independent

elements so that each element of X may be uniquely represented as a finite linear

combination of the basis elements. The dimension of the space is equal to the

number of basis elements. A space is said to be infinite-dimensional if it is not

finite-dimensional.

We now have enough background to obtain the next important result.
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Theorem 2.5 If X and Y are formed linear spaces of dimension n, they

are isomorphic.

Prof; If it can be shown that S:X->R" and T:R"+Y are linear

homeomorphisms, then h = ToS:X-+Y will also be a linear homeomorphism. Let X

be a normed linear space of dimension n. By previous results, (Rn, I-1J1) is also a

normed linear space. It can easily be verified that Ie,1'1 is a basis for R, where

ei=(0,0,...i,0,...,0) for each i, 1 isn. Let (x,})% be a normalized basis for X; i.e.,

Ix I x =1 for all i, 1 sisn. Choose acRe. Then there exists a unique choice of
nUft

scalars ai,1sisn, so that a= aei. It follows that IaN 1= aij.

Let T:Rm+X be defined by T(a)= aix. Choose aR and aERn. Then
n n "

T(aa)= (aai)x=ay aix =aT(a). Choose a,cRn. Then
11 n n

T(a +)= ) (ai + 81)xi=[ ax+ 8A3x= T(a) + T(B). Therefore, T is linear.
i-.1 1=1 1=1

Note that |T(a)jjx= aixixs Iai l ixx=E Jai|j=J lai. Thus by
1 =1 i-I

Theorem 1.7, T is continuous.

Choose ycX. Then there exists acR so that y= ajxi, where

a=(ai,...,an). By definition, T(a)=> aAx=y. Therefore, T is onto. Choose

= n n
a,cRn. Suppose T(a) =T(8). Then ax,= A Bx =y for some yeX, which

i=1 1=1

implies ai=Bi for all i 1<isn, and a=8. Therefore, T is one-to-one.

Since Rn is a metric space, S1. is also a metric space. Choose a sequence

(zk) in the unit sphere, and denote zk by (z1,...,zkf). Then for all kEN, iZk I1= 1,
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which means I jzkJ= 1. Thus, for any fixed kcN I zk I = 1-E I zIs1. Note that

(zk,1) is a sequence contained in [-1,1], which is a compact set. Since compactness

and sequential compactness are equivalent in a metric space, some subsequence

(zk,1) must converge. Now consider (zkJ,2). Once again, this sequence must have

a convergent subsequence. Continuing this process for 1sisn results in a

subsequence (ZkJ ) which converges for each fixed i. Let a= limzk .p Then

for r >0 and 1 i<n, choose NicN so that for k Ni,

|zk,,.., -a l< c/n. Let N=max(Nj),1sisn. Then for a=(a 1,...a.),

I IaI1-Iz5.,,B1IIsa-zkJ,...,P11s Ia-zkJ..,P,lI+...+ Ia<-z I<E. Since the choice

of e is arbitrary, it follows that acS.. Since (zk...,p) is a convergent subsequence

of (zk), SR. is sequentially compact and thus compact.

By Theorem 1.7 there exists q >0 so that I T(a)j xsq for all acRn where

a 1j=1. Thus 11|T(a) I xsq for all acS., and T is bounded. Suppose that

inf{ T(a) x:acS,} =0. Since S,, is compact, it follows that there exists acS.

so that IjT(a) I x = 0 because for (ak) a sequence in the unit sphere so that

I T(ak) I Xconverges to 0, (ak) has a subsequence (ak,) which converges to some

acSi. so that I T(a) I x = 0. However, if I T(a) Ix= 0, then T(a) = Ox, which

implies a = 0. Since 10|1=0, 0eS,,, which is a contradiction. Therefore,

inf{ jj T(a)I X:1a111= 1}>0, and by Corollary 2.3, T is an isomorphism.

Since a similar proof demonstrates that S:Y-+Rn is an isomorphism, by

previous remarks it follows that X and Y are isomorphic. I
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An important consequence of the previous theorem is that in fact all finite-

dimensional linear spaces are complete. It would not be correct to conclude,

however, that only finite-dimensional spaces are complete.

For example, consider the space co and the collection te,1l, where

e=(0,... lO,...). It is clear that this is an infinite, linearly independent set. In fact,

this collection is the canonical Schauder basis for c, which means each element of

co can be uniquely expressed as a convergent countable linear combination of

basis elements. Thus, co cannot be a finite-dimensional space, while it has already

been shown to be complete.

Another important consequence of Theorem 2.5 is that the unit ball of any

finite-dimensional space is compact. This result follows from the fact that B,. is

compact; an analogous argument to the one given in Theorem 2.5 for the

compactness of S1. shows that B. is compact. In fact, the compactness of the

unit ball can be completely characterized. An introductory lemma is necessary.

Lemma 2.6 If Y is a proper, closed subspace of a normed linear space X,

and 0<6<1, then there exists xcSx so that Ijx 0-yIj >6 for all ycY.

Proof: Note that Sx cannot be contained in Y, since Y is a normed linear

space and if SxcY, {ax: jJ ax I=a}Y. However, this would imply that XcY and

X=Y, which is a contradiction. Thus, there exists xocSx so that x 0EY. Since Y is

closed, X\Y is open; consequently, there exists >0 so that B,(&)fY =0. Let
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d=d(x0 ,Y)=inf{IxO-y j:ycY}. Note that 0<d 1 since OcY and Y is closed. For

0<6<1, 1/6>1, and d/6>d. Choose ygcY so that IjxO-yol<d/6. Then 0<ds

Ix-yOI<d/6. Let Ixj-yJ =k for some keR. Then I (1/k)[x-yo]fI = 1, which means

(1/k)[x-yOcSX. However, (1/k)[x-y0J Y, since this would imply &EY, which is a

contradiction. In fact, for ycY, fI(1/k)[x0 -y0 ]-y If= (1/k) I x 0-y0-ky I2:(1/k)-d. Since

0<k<d/6, it follows that 1/k> 6/d, and (1/k)-d>6. Thus, for 0<6<1, there

exists x0cSx so that I&-yDI>6 for all yeY. *

Theorem 2.7 If X is a normed linear space and B is compact, then X is

finite-dimensional.

ProQf: The contrapositive of this statement is that if X is infinite-

dimensional, then Bx is not compact. Suppose X is infinite-dimensional. Choose

0<6<1 and x1cSx. Note that x1 s0 since f0|f=0. Consider S =span{x 1}, a

subspace of X of dimension 1. By Theorem 2.5, S is isomorphic to , which

means S, is complete and thus closed in X. By Lemma 2.6 there exists xcSX so

that d(x2,51)>6, and thus Ifx2-x1 I>6. Let S 2 =span{x,x2 }.Once again, S2 is closed

in X, and by a repeated application of Lemma 2.6, there exists x3eS so that

d(x3 ,S2 )>6. Continuing this process results in a sequence (x) so that I xi-x I >6

whenever imj. Clearly, (x,) is not a convergent sequence. Since X is a metric

space, compactness and sequential compactness are equivalent. Thus, Sx must not

be compact, and Bx is not compact. I
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Hence, if X is a normed linear space, then X is finite-dimensional if and

only if Bx is compact. At this point, it is also possible to provide some additional

information regarding infinite-dimensional spaces. First it is necessary to establish

one version of the Baire Category Theorem.

Theorem 2.8 If X is a complete metric space and is a sequence of

dense open subsets of X, then A, is also dense in X.

Progof; Suppose f A, is not dense. Then U A must contain a non-
nal n

empty, open set BO. However, since An is dense in X, Bo0 Anc for any nEN. Thus,

there exists x 1cBO so that x, EA 1C. Since BO is open and X is a metric space, there

exists 1<1 so that cl[B(x)10A 1c=c and cl[B,(x 1)]cBo. In general, for

B92 (x.1) there exists xnc B2 (x,.) so that x,,tAc, and there exists En < 1/n so that

cl[B (x)]fAC =p, where cl[B (xn)gB, (x.). This process creates a sequence

(x,,) which converges to some x, where XEcl[B(x)] for all n O. This implies

xc Anc, yet xEA0 c for any n since cl[B, (x)]A,,c=# for all nEN. Since this is a

contradiction, it must be true that flA. is dense in X.
2-1

Definition 2.9 If X is an infinite-dimensional space, a basis is a set of

linearly independent elements so that each element of X may be uniquely

represented as a finite linear combination of basis elements.
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We are now prepared for the next theorem.

Theorem 2.10 If X is an infinite-dimensional Banach space, X does not

have a countable basis.

Proof: Suppose {xj, where neN, is a countable basis for X. Consider

X= span{x1},..., Xn = span{x 1,...,xn,... . By Theorem 2.5, X. is isomorphic to R

and is thus complete. Furthermore, X. is also closed in X for all neN. Note that

X = U X, which means f X1 = . Thus, by Theorem 2.8 there must exist some
n nI

neN so that Xn' is not dense, which means cl(Xc)*X. Therefore, there exists

some xcX so that xscl(Xnc), and there is an open set U so that xeUsint(X).

Let V= {y-x:yEU}. Clearly, VcX0 since X, is a linear space, and V is open.

Note that OEV. Thus, for yeX there exists some aER so that ayeV since

Iay-01 =ja j|y j. If ayeXn then yeXn since X is a linear space, and it follows

that XX. However, Xn is an n-dimensional space, while X is infinite-

dimensional. Since this is a contradiction, X cannot have a countable basis. I

Now we return our attention to linear functionals. It seems evident that an

important issue would be to determine how and when it is actually possible to

obtain such a function. In fact, linear functionals can be generated by certain

other functions. The Hahn-Banach Theorem states some conditions under which

this is possible. An introductory definition is necessary.
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Definition 2.11 Let X be a vector space over R. A real-valued function

p:X4R so that

a) p(x+y)sp(x)+p(y) and

b) p(ax) = ap(x) for all x,ycX and a >0

is called a sublinear functional.

We can now state one version of the Hahn-Banach Theorem.

Theorem 2.12 Let X be a vector space, p a sublinear functional defined on

X, and S a linear subspace of X. If f:S-+R is a linear function so that f(s)sp(s) for

all sES, then there exists a linear function ?:X+R so that f(s)=f(s) for all sES and

(x)sp(x) for all xcX.

Proof: If S = X, the proof is complete. If ScX, choose xcX\S. Suppose

there exists a linear extension f of f to the vector space V=span(S,{x}). Then for

acR and seS, k4ax+s)=f(ax)+f(s)=af(x)+f(s) p(ax+s), which means

a?(x)sp(ax+s)-f(s). In particular, for a=1, ?(x) p(s+x)-f(s), and for a=-1, -

(x)sp(-x+s)-f(s)=p(s-x)-f(s). Thus, ?(x) -[p(s-x)-f(s)]=f(s)-p(s-x), and for s,tcS

f(s)-p(s-x) i(x) p(t+x)-f(t).

Suppose sup{f(s)-p(s-x)} >inf{p(s+x)-f(s)}. Then there exist s,tcS so that

f(s)-p(s-x) > p(t + x)-f(t), and thus f(s) + f(t) > p(t + x) + p(s-x). However, this means

f(s+t)=f(s) +f(t)>p(t+x)+p(s-x) p(t+x+s-x)=p(s+t). This implies

f(s + t) > p(s + t), which is a contradiction since (s + t)c S. Therefore,
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sup{f(s)-p(s-x)}s inf{p(s + x)-f(s)}.

Choose MER so that sup{f(s)-p(s-x)} Msinf{p(s+x)-f(s)}. Define ? on V

by f(s + ax) = f(s) + aM. Choose ycV. Suppose y= s + a1 x = S2 + a2x, where s,sgES

and a 1,a2cR. Since y-y=O and x*O, it follows that s1=s2 and a 1=a2 . Thus

f(s) = f(s2 ) since f is well-defined, and a 1M =a2 M. Therefore, f is well-defined.

Since f is linear and ? is well-defined, clearly ? is linear. In fact, if

y1 =s1 +aix and y2=s2 +a2x, then

?(y1 +y2 )=?(s + a1 x+s2 +a2x)=h[(s 1 +S2) + (a1+ a2 )x]=f(s 1 + s2)+(a+ a2 )M=f(s 1 )+f(s

2)+a 1M + a2 M =?(y 1) +?(y2), while for acER

(ay) =?[a(s + ax)]= ?(as + aax) = f(as) + aaM = af(s) + aaM = a[f(s) + aM]=

a(y).

Clearly, ?js=f since for seS, s=s+Ox and f(s)=f(s)+OM=f(s). Choose

yEV, where y=s+ax. Consider ?(s+cax). If a=0 then t(y)=f(y)sp(y). Suppose

a >0. Then i(s + ax)sp(s + ax) if and only if aMsp(s + ax)-f(s) if and only if

M (1/a)[p(s+ax)-f(s)]=p[(1/a)s+x]-f[(1/a)s], which is true by the choice of M.

Suppose a<0; then a=-11j|a . Thus f(s+ax) p(s+ax) if and only if

aMsp(s+ax)-f(s) if and only if M (1/ j a j )[f(s)-p(s+ ax)] if and only if

Mf[(1/j a I)s]-p[(l/ I a I )s-x], which is also true by the choice of M. Therefore,

f(y) p(y) for all ycV.

Given the set {gj, of all such linear extensions subordinate to p,

define an order relation on this set by g1 g2 when the domain of g1, which is

denoted by dom(g1 ), is contained in the domain of g2 and g 1 =g2 j dom(g 1). This
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relation can easily be shown to be a partial order on{gj,EA. Note that (gj}*#

by the above results. By the Hausdorff Maximal Principle, there exists a maximal

linearly ordered subset {gi} 1 of {gj}1EA. Thus, for g,g E{g;}; 1, either gisgj or

g sg. Consider a function g, where dom(g)= Udom(gi) and g=gjdom(gi) for all

iET.

Choose x,ycdom(g). Then there exist ij so that xcgj and ycg1, where either

&g, or g sgi. Without loss of generality, suppose that gisg. Then x,yEdom(g),

which means g(x+y)=g(x+y)=g (x)+g(y)=g(x)+g(y). Choose xcdom(g). Then

there exists some iEI so that xcdom(gi), and for aER, axcdom(gi). Thus,

g(ax) = g(ax) = agi(x) = ag(x), and g is a linear function.

If dom(g) = X, the proof is complete since by construction g is subordinate

to p. If dom(g)*X, there exists some xcX\dom(g), and by the above argument

there is an extension g of g on span[dom(g),{x}]. However, this would imply that

{gi};4 is not a maximal linearly ordered set. Since this is a contradiction, it

follows that dom(g)=X, and the proof is complete. *

This powerful theorem has many important consequences, as will be seen

throughout the remainder of this paper. We conclude this chapter with two

applications of the theorem.

Theorem 2.13 Let X be a normed linear space. For xcX so that x#O,

there is a continuous linear functional f:X-+R so that f(x) = lx I and I f(y) Ies Iy jJ for
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all ycX.

Proof: Define p:X-+R by p(x)=lxIi for all xcX. Clearly, p is a sublinear

functional. Note that for x*6, I x *0. Choose xsO. Let S be the subspace

formed by {ax:acR}, and define f on S by f'(ax)=aIxl. It follows that f' is a

linear function since for s,tcS, where s = ax and t = bx for some a,bcR,

f'(s+t)=f'(ax+bx)=f'[(a+b)x]=(a+b)g|xg =ailxl+blxii=f'(s)+V(t), and

f'(ax)=f'(a-bx)=ablxii|=af'(s). Note that -p(s) 0 f'(s)=f'(ax)=p(ax)=p(s) if

a 0, and -p(s)=f'(s)=f'(ax)<p(ax) =p(s) if a<0. In either case, jf'(s) j sp(s) for

all sES. Thus, by Theorem 2.12 there is a linear extension f:X-+R so that

f(s)=f(s) for all seS and f(y) p(y)=jy|j for all ycX. For ycX, -ycX and

f(-y) =-f(y)sI -y Ii= lye, which means f(y) - fjy11. Therefore, I f(y)s Iy I for all

ycX, and by Theorem 1.7, f is continuous. I

Theorem 2.14 If X is a Banach space, Y is a closed linear subspace of X,

and x0cX\Y, then there exists a continuous linear functional f so that i fIt=1,

f(Y) = 0, and f(x) = d(xo,Y).

Proof: Define p:X->R by p(x)=inf{ I x-y |:ycY}. For y,yEY and a,bcX,

I a + b-(y 1-y2)11|11|a-yi I + Ifb-y2 . Therefore, p(a + b) p(a) + p(b) for all a,bcX.

Furthermore, for a >0, p(ax) = inf{|1ax-y if:ycY} = inf{a IIx-(1/a) -y :ycY} =

inf{a lx-y I:ycY}=ainf{ |x-y I:ycY}=ap(x). Therefore, p is a sublinear functional.
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Note that since xsY, x 0*O since Y is a subspace. In addition, since x 0EY

and Y is a closed subspace, d(k,Y) >0. Let S be the subspace formed by

{ax+y:acR, ycY}. Define f':S-R by f(s)=f(ax 0 +y)=ap(x0 ). As in the proof

of Theorem 2.12, it may be shown that f' is well-defined. Note that f'(y) = 0 for

all ycY, and f'(x0 )=p(x0 ). For s=ax0 +y and t=bx 0 +z, where a,bcR and y,zEY,

f'(s + t)=f'(ax+y+b+ z) =f'[(a+b)x 0 +y+z] = (a+ b)p(x 0) =ap(x0 ) +bp(g) =

f'(s)+f'(t). For bcR, f'(bs)=f'[b(ax 0+y)]=f'(bax0 +by)=ba'p(x 0)=b-f'(s).

Thus, V' is a linear functional.

Since for s=ax+yo, f"(s)=f'(ax+yo)=ap(x0 ) and p(s)=

p(ax0+yo) =inf{ Iax0+yo-yfj1:yEY} =inf{ IIax-yfI :ycY} =inf{IaIIxO-y I:ycY}=

Ia I inf{ 1k0-y I:yEY} =Ia j p(x0), it follows that If'(s) js p(s) for all scS. Thus, by

the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists a linear extension f:X+-R so that

f(s)=f'(s) for all sES and f(x) p(x) for all xcX. Then f(y)=0 for all ycY, and

f()= d(&,Y).

Since j f(x)jp(x) sfix-Oil = lxil s1 <a> for all xcBx, by Theorem 1.7, f is

continuous. Let ||fjj = sup{ JIf(x)j :xcBx}. Thus, by the previous remark, If1|s1.

Suppose f(k) =d. Then there is a sequence (ye) in Y so that If&-yhIf converges to

d. Then (f(x-y)/ Ifx0-y. 11) is a sequence in R which converges to 1. Since

1f(1/Q Ix-y, If)-(X0 -y) I =1 for all ne N, ((1/jf1x 0-y If|)-X0 -y0 )) is a sequence on the

unit sphere. Thus, it follows that I ff|2: 1, and consequently I|f ffj=1. *



CHAPTER III

DUALS AND LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES

Since the study of individual continuous linear functionals is of interest, it

is logical that the set of all such functions is also important to study. Actually,

since scalar multiples and sums of continuous linear functions are also continuous

and linear, these functions form a linear space.

Definition 3.1 Let X be a normed linear space. The space of all

continuous linear functionals f:X+-R is called the dual space of X and is denoted

by X*. Operations in X* are defined pointwise.

Definition 3.2 The function I -:X*->R is defined by

I fI =sup{f(x) I:xcBx}.

It should be noted that there are equivalent alternative definitions for the

function I-I.

Proposition 3.3 For fcX*,

|fj 1=sup{ I f(x)I:xcBx}=sup{jIf(x) j:xcSx)=inf{k>0:I f(x) I k lxi, XEX}.

Proof: Since SxcBx, sup{ ff(x)f:XESx} IfII. Suppose

sup{ f(x)I:lixl =1}< fl. Then there exists xcBx so that If(&)l>If(x)j for all

xcSx. If x=O, then jf(x0)j=0>jf(x)j for all xcSx. Since this is a contradiction,

24
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x 00. Thus, 0 <IxOI <1,say Ixj=a, and 1/a>1. Then

If[(1/a)xJ]=j(1/a)-f(xo)j=(1/a)-f(x) j> f(x 0)|. However, (1/a)E cSx, and

this is a contradiction. Therefore, If!I=sup{I f(x) 1:1Ixj = 1}.

Since f is continuous, by Theorem 1.7 there exists some kER so that

f(x) skixI for all xcX, and sup{ jIf(x) j:||xI:s1}< . Thus, there exists M>0 so

that sup{f(x)I:IxjIe1}sM. In fact, since for yeX, y=ax and Iy|=a l for some

acR and xcBx, jf(y)I sM11yfI for all ycX for any such M. Let

Mo=sup{If(x)I:lxls1}=inf{M>O:sup{jf(x) :|xj 1}sM}. Then for XEX,

Jf(x)j sMOixI, and it follows that inf{k>O:jf(x)|s5kIxI}sMO. Suppose

inf{k>O:jf(x)jsk~xJ}<MO. Then there exists some kcR so that

I f(x) J k Ix I<MOIlxIi for all xcX. However, this implies that

sup{jf(x)j:lxi s1}skixisk<M 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore,

IIfI=inf{k>O:If(x)Isk|xII}. I

The space X- and the function I-I possess some joint properties of

interest.

Theorem 3.4 The function j-] is a norm; in fact, (X, J-1) is a Banach

space.

Proof: Since Q f =inf{k>0: 1 f(x)1: kfIxII1}, jf >0 for all fcX*. Suppose

1 f=0. Then sup{If(x)I:Ix I=1}=0, which implies If(x)I =0 for all xcSx. Since
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for ycX, y=ax for some acR and xcSX, I f(y)1=If(ax)||aIo f(x)j=0 for all yEX.

Therefore, f=0. Supose f=0. Then f(x) =0 for all xcX, which means

sup{ I f(x) f :xcBX} =0, and thus IfI =0. For acR,

Ilafi I=sup{jaf(x) I :xcSx}=sup{ Ia If(x) I:xcSX}=I josup{ If(x)I :Ix =1}=

|a f . For f,gcX*, jf+gI=sup{I(f+g)(x)1: |xj=1}s

sup{ f(x) I + jg(x) I:]xj=1}ssup{1f(X) I:]x14=1}+sup{ Ig(x)I:X = =1}=If I + Igi.

Therefore, Ij-I is a norm on X%, and (X*, j -) is a normed linear space with the

induced metric topology.

Choose a Cauchy sequence (fn) of elements of X*. Then for E->0 there

exists some NEN so that if m,n2N, then j fm(x)-n(x) I </2 for all xcBx. In

particular, for a fixed xcX, (f,(x)) is a Cauchy sequence in R and thus must

converge; say (fn(x)) converges to f(x).

Note that for x,ycX,

f(x+ y)=lim[f(x+y)] = Him [f(x) + f(y)] = jim [fn(x)] + Him [fn(y)] = f(X) + f(y).

Furthermore, for aE R, f(ax) = im[fE(ax)J= jim [a'f(x)]= alim [n(x)]= af(x).

Therefore, f is a linear function.

For a fixed n N, nlimfn(X)-fm(X)I=Ifn(x)-f(x) 1s6/2<e for all xcBx. Thus,

(fn) converges to f. This also implies that for all xcSX, I f(x) js

If(x)-fN(x) I + fN,(x) j< j+fNIL which means sup{I f(x) I:xcSx} <a. Therefore, by

Theorem 1.7, f is continuous. Thus fcX', and X* is a Banach space. I

At this point, it should be noted that the space of all continuous linear

functions f:X+Y, where X and Y are both Banach spaces, is also a Banach space
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with the appropriate norm. The proof of this fact is similar to that for X* and

thus has been omitted.

Now might be an appropriate time to consider a concrete example of dual

spaces. In so doing, we return to a previous example and show that 21 is the dual

of co, while I' is the dual of 21.

Proposition 3.5 The space 2 'is isometrically isomorphic to the continuous

dual of co. Specifically, for F a continuous linear functional on c, there exists a

unique yEc' so that F(x)= xy; for all x=(x)cco, and IFI = y 1.
i-1

Proof: Let (e,., be the canonical Schauder basis for C% defined in

Chapter II. Choose a continuous linear functional F on c0. Define y1=F(ei) for

all ic N. Since F is continuous, for e >0 there exists 6>0 so that if Ix. <6, then

I F(x)I<s. For (x)Eco, (x) converges to 0; thus, for 6>0 there exists an NEN so

that if n N, fxj<6. Forxcco,
- N N

F(x) = F( xe1)=F(E xiej + xie) =E xy+F( r xies), while IF(x)-
hi 1=1 i-N+1 1=1 i-N+1

N W1

x~y-i=jF( y xi) I<e since sup{ x 1I:n N} <6. Therefore,
i-i 1-N+1

Sx~yj Jim xiy-i= F(x).
M- 1-- 1=1

Since F is continuous, F is also bounded. Thus, there exists M>0 so that

jF(x)|j =1 xyi j MIxI,=Msup{ xi :ncN}<oo for all xc. Note that for nEN,

x= (sgn(yj),...,sgn(y),0,0,...)EcCO, which means IF(x.) = I j y = y j<sM for
1=1 1=1
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n n
x = (sgn(y 1),...,sgn(y),0,0,...)cc 0, which means IF(x) = y E IIII= 2 1yI sM for

all nEuN. Therefore, it follows that> y I M<, and y=(y,)Ee
1

Clearly, y is uniquely defined since for a fixed n, e0 is an element of co and

F(en) =yn. Note that the M chosen above could in fact be I Fl. This implies
40 W

IyI|i= j |yj M=jjFjj. Furthermore, IF(x)I=>xE iy>1 Ixsy js>V i yj if
1=1 1 j=11 i11

jjxjf. 1, which means jjFj1 ly|1. Therefore, IFI = ylU. *

Proposition 3.6 The space Le is isometrically isomorphic to the continuous

dual of 21. Specifically, for F a continuous linear functional on 2', there exists a

unique yEA' so that for all xEf 1 , F(x)= xyi, and NFl =lyl..

Proof: Let {ej} be the canonical Schauder basis for c. It can easily be

demonstrated that this set is also a Schauder basis for 2. Choose F a continuous

linear functional on 21. Define y,= F(e.) for all nEuN. Since F is continuous, for

6 >0 there exists 6>0 so that if 1x11 1<6, then IF(x)|j< F-. Since xcE.9, x= xe,
i-I

and x IxjI< . Thus, for 6>0, there exists some NEN so that if n N,
#21=1

Ix lI <6. For xE 1 ,

'w N - N

F(x) = F(Ex-e) = F(,xe +E xjeg)=Exy +F(>E xie;), while jF(x)-

N Hi=1 i=N+1 1=1 i=N+1

E xyj = IF(>3 xej)I <e since x xIj <6. Therefore,
i=1 i=N+1 i=N+1

-o &
E xyj=lim>3 xy =F(x).

=1 n-'M Pt

Since F is continuous, F is also bounded. Thus, there exists M >0 so that
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jF(x)1=1 I xyI 1 sMI|xII=ME Ix j <o for all xc11. Note that if xci, then z;

and ze al, where zi=(O,...,x -sgn(xyigO,...) for all ic N and z= zi since

|zi =f jxil<oo. Then IEziyij=Z xyijs E zMj, which means
1=1 i= 1 -l 1

IxI Jy Is, IxIM. It follows that jy j M for all nEN since for each nEN,
1-1 1=1

1E z,,y = zay =jxy.jsMx,. Thus, sup{ Iya :ncN}sM<oo, and y=(y,)cEC.
i-I

Clearly, y is uniquely defined by a similar argument to that in Proposition

3.5. The above M could in fact have been chosen to be jF 1. Thus, it follows

that jjyjj.sIFQ. Furthermore, IF(x)I= Iy xiyjs E IxyIsE |xi Iy.s Ayl. if
i-1 M M1-

1x11s,1, which means jFj ijyjj.. Therefore, JFJ= y.. I

We now return to our examination of (X, -I). After a definition, we will

be prepared for the Uniform Boundedness Principle.

Definition 3.7 Let X be a Banach space and let A X*. We say A is point-

wise bounded if {f?(x):f*cA} is bounded for each xcX.

Theorem 3.8 Let X be a Banach space. If Ac;X* is point-wise bounded,

then A is bounded in the norm on X*; i.e., sup{ j1CrI :fk cA }<w.

Proof: Since A is point-wise bounded, for each xcX, {x*(x):x*CA} is

bounded. Thus for each xcX, there exists some M. so that I x*(x)I Mx for all

x A. Recall that since (X,||-11) is a complete metric space, X is a Baire space.
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Let A,={xcX: Ix*(x) I n for all xcA}, where nEN. Note that U A=X.

For ncN, choose xcA'. Then there exists a sequence (xk) in A so that (xk)

converges to x, which means (x(xk)) converges to x*(x) for all xc A. Since

Ix*(x) sn for all kEN, this implies jx*(x) js n for all x'E A. Therefore, xcA, and

A0 is closed.

Since X= U An is a Baire space, by the Baire Category Theorem there

exists some keN so that int(Ak)*O. Choose xEint(Ak). Then there exists e >0 so

that B,(xO) int(Ak), which means for yeB,(), I x*(y) I k for all xE A. Consider

cl[B,(6)]. If pecl[B,(O)], then p=y-x0 for some yccl[B,()], which means

Ix*(p)|=Ix*(y-xo) = lx*(y)-x*(xo)ls x*(y)lj+ Ix*(xo)|Is2k for all xEA. If

pEcl[B,(O)], then 11p j sc, which means j(1/E)p|<s1. Thus,

jx*[(1/s)p]|j =(1/e) I x*(p) I s(1/E)-2k for all pecl[B,(O)] and x*EA. Since

Bx=(1/e)-cl[B,(0)], Ix*(x) Is (1/s)-2k for all xcBx and xEA. Therefore,

sup{ Ix*]:xe A}<00, and A is bounded in the norm on X*. I

At this point, it should be noted that the same result holds if A is a

collection of continuous linear functions f:X4Y, where X and Y are both Banach

spaces. The proof has been omitted as it is similar to that of Theorem 3.8.

Since the continuity of functions is defined in terms of open sets, X*

naturally induces another topology on X.

Definition 3.9 The X*-topology on X is the weakest topology on X for

which each member of X* is continuous. A typical neighborhood of &cX is given
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by N(xO;f 1,...,f;e)= {xcX: jft(xO)-fj(x) I <c, ficX, tsisn}. Thus, for a net (xi) in X,

(xi) converges to x in the X*-topology if and only if f(xX) converges to f(x) for all

fcX. The X*-topology is usually referred to as the weak topology or the w-

topology on X.

We now examine some important properties of X with the weak topology.

Theorem 3.10 (X,w) is a Hausdorff space.

Proof: Choose s,tcX so that s*t. Then s-t* O, which means Ijs-t jo0. Thus,

by Theorem 2.13 there exists a continuous linear functional f:X-+R so that

f(s-t) =I|s-tj. Since f(s-t) = f(s)-f(t) = I s-t 1 *0, f(s) *f(t), and either f(s)-f(t) >0 or

f(t)-f(s) >0. Without loss of generality, suppose f(s)-f(t) >0. Then f(s)-f(t)> e for

some s >0. Consider N(s;f;s/2) and N(t;f;s/2), where N(s;f;E/2)=

{xcX: j f(s)-f(x)j <E/2) and N(t;f;E/2)={xcX:jf(t)-f(x) j<E/2}. Suppose

N(s;f;c/2)fN(t;f;c/2)o$. Then there exists xcN(s;f;e/2)nN(t;f;E/2), which means

lf(s)-f(t)js f(s)-f(x)I+lf(x)-f(t)j<E/2+ s/2= s. Since this is a contradiction, it

follows that (X,w) is a Hausdorff space. I

Before we can continue our study of (X,w), we need to discuss some

properties of convex sets.

Definition 3.11 A set B is convex if Xa+(1-X)bEB for all a,bcB and OsAs1.

The next theorem provides more information about certain convex sets.
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Theorem 3.12 Let X be a normed linear space, and let K be a convex

subset of X with Ocint(K).

1) If xcX, then there exists 6>0 so that axeK whenever aER and

lal <6.

2) Define PK on X by PK(X)=inf{a>0:xcaK}. Then

a) PK(ax) = apK(x) for all xcX and a>0,

b) PK(X+Y) PK(X)+PK(Y) for all x,ycX,

c) PK is continuous, and

d) int(K) = {x:pK(x) < 1}cKscl(K) = {x:pK(X)s1}.

Proof: I) Since Ocint(K), there exists e>0 so that B,(O)cint(K). Choose

xcX\{O}. Then there exist a,6cR so that Ilxii=a and a-6=s. Then for aER so

that lal<6, hal xI= lalx I<61x =s, which means axcB,(0)cK. Obviously, if

x=0, axeK for all acR.

2) Choose xcX and acR+. If beR and xcbK, then x=by for some ycK, and

ax=abycabK. Let A={a>0:axcaK} and B={b>0:xcbK}. Since abcA whenever

bEB, it follows that aBcA. Thus, infaB=ainfBinfA. Note that if axcaK, then

ax=ay for some yEK, which means x=(1/a)-ayc(1/a)aK and (1/a)aEB.

However, this implies acaB, AcaB, and infAminfaB=ainfB. Therefore,

infA=a-infB, and it follows that pK(ax) =capK(x). Since the choices of xX and

a>0 were arbitrary, the result holds for all xcX and a>0.

Let AY={a>0: x+ycaK}, A={a>0: xcaK}, and A,={b>0: ycbK}.
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Choose acA, and bcAY. Then there exist k,k2EK so that x=ak1 and y=bk2 -

Since K is a convex set, a/(a+b)-k 1 +b/(a+b)-k 2 =1/(a+b)jak 1 +bk2]cK. It

follows that ak1 +bk2 =x+yc(a+b)K, which in turn implies a+bcA.r This means

A,+Ayxr where A, +A=({a + b:aEA,,bcAY}. Therefore,

infAys,5inf(A,+Ay)=infA,+inf&A and PK(X+Y)sPK(X)+PK(Y) for all x,yEX.

Choose a sequence (ye) in X so that (ye) converges to y for some yX.

Then the sequence (y-y) converges to Ocint(K). As was previously mentioned,

there exists s->0 so that B,(3)cK. Thus, there must also exist NcN so that if

naNO, then y,-ycB,(O). Note that for aeR, B,,(O)=a-B,(O)caK. Thus, for 6>0

there exists NcN so that if n N, y-ycB 6(0)c6K, which means PK(Y-Y)s 6 for all

naN. Since the choice of 6 was arbitrary, it follows that pK(y-y) converges to 0.

Therefore, pK is continuous.

Choose kcint(K). Then there exists 6>0 so that B6(x)cint(K). Note that

since OcK and K is convex, aycK for all a 1, where ycB6 (x0). In particular,

zcB6(x0) and a<1 so that x 0=az. Thus, xVaK, which means PK('%)<1.

Therefore, int(K)c{x:pK(x) < 1}.

Choose xoc{X:pK(x)<1}. Then there exists a<1 so that xVaK, which

means x 0=ay for some ycK. Note that y=(1/a)xcK, where 1/a>1. Since K is

convex, this implies ay=Ex0cK. Therefore, {x:pK(x) < 1}sK.

By definition, Kccl(K). Choose x0ccl(K). If xVint(K), then by previous

results pK(xo)1. Since K is convex, there are no isolated points in K. Thus, if

xDint(K), then x0cK. Then there must exist a sequence (x.) in K so that (x)
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converges to x0. Since xcK for all n, PK(x)sl for all ncN. By previous results,

pK(Xn) = PK('Y-& +xO)spK(xf-&) + pK(xo), which means pK(x,)-pK(XO)sPK(x-Xo).

Similarly, PK(xo)spK(xo-x)+PK(xJ, and thus PK(xo)-pK()PK(xo-xf). Therefore,

I PK(&X)-P( )I must converge to 0 since PK is continuous, and it follows that

PK(x ) converges to PK(Xo). However, this implies PK(XO)sl since PK(x)sl for all

n. Therefore, cl(K){x:pK(x)s 1}.

Choose xocfx:pK(x)1}. If PK(XO) <1, then xcKrcl(K). If pK(k) =1, then

either xcKgcl(K) or there exists a sequence (an) contained in so that (a)

converges to 1. If (a) is contained in \, then for each nEN, there must exist

some ycK so that x=ay.. Since (a) converges to 1, it follows that (yn)

converges to x0. Therefore, xcK'cl(K), and {x:pK(x)s1}=cl(K).

Note that since PK(X)0 for all xcX, {x:pK(x) < 1}=p(-1,1)cK.

Furthermore, since PK is continuous, pK@(-1,1) is an open subset of K. Therefore,

by definition {X:PK(X)<1 }rcint(K), and it follows that int(K)= {x:pK(x)<1}.

In future, the function PK is referred to as the Minkowski sublinear

functional with respect to the set K. We are now prepared to obtain another

result on (X,w).

Theorem 3.13 (X,w) is a locally convex topological vector space. That is,

there is a neighborhood base at each point of X consisting of convex sets, while

both vector addition and scalar multiplication are jointly continuous.
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Proof: Let U be a non-empty open subset of (X,w), and choose xcU.

Then there exist s >0 and fi,...,fcX* so that N(x;f1 ,...,fI;c)cU. By definition,

N(x;fl,...,fn;f)={ycX: fi(x)-fi(y)j <E,1sisn} =nflj[(fi(x)-c,ft(x)+ c)]. Thus, since

(fi(x)-et(x)+ e) is open for each i, 1sisn, it follows that the neighborhood is open

in the weak topology. Choose y,zcN(x;f 1,...,f;e). Then fi(y),fi(z)c(fi(x)-c,t.(x)+ e)

for all i, 1<isn. Choose acR so that 0 as1. Consider fjay+(1-a)z] for 1sisn.

Since fi is linear, fi[ay+ (1-a)z]= fi(ay)+fi[(1-a)z] = af(y) + (1-a)fi(z), which is a point

on the interval between fi(y) and fi(z). Therefore, afi(y)+ (1-a)fi(z)c

(fi(x)-e,ft(x)+ e) for all i, 1sisn, which implies afi(y) +(1-a)ft(z)EN(x;f 1,...,f,;e).

Thus, N(x;f,...,fn;e) is a convex open neighborhood, and there is a neighborhood

base at each point of X consisting of convex sets.

Note that vector addition and scalar multiplication are binary operations.

Suppose that a net (x,y,) converges to (xy) in (X,w)x(Xw) with the product

topology. Then by definition (x,) converges to x and (y,) converges to y in (Xw);

furthermore, f(y) converges to f(x) and f(y,) converges to f(y) for all fcX*. For

fEX, f(x.+y.) =f(xa) + f(y,). Thus, by the joint continuity of addition in R,

f(x,) + f(y,) converges to f(x) + f(y) = f(x +y). Therefore, f(xa + y) converges to

f(x+y) for all fcX% which implies (x+y) converges to x+y, and vector addition is

jointly continuous in (Xw).

Suppose (a,,) converges to (a,x) in Rx(Xw) with the product topology.

Then by definition, (a,) converges to a in R and (xe) converges to x in (X,w).

Since (x,) converges to x, f(x 0) converges to f(x) for all fcX. For fcX*,
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f(a,x) =aaf(xa). Since f(x1 ) converges to f(x) and (a,) converges to a in R, by the

joint continuity of multiplication in R, it follows that ajf(x) converges to

af(x) = f(ax). Therefore, f(ax,s) converges to f(ax) for all fCX, which implies

(aA) converges to ax. Thus, scalar multiplication is jointly continuous in

(X,w). f

The structure of locally convex spaces allows us to produce powerful

results. In fact, a separation version of the Hahn-Banach Theorem can be proved

for such spaces. First we need some introductory material.

Definition 3.14 A set B is symmetric if xcB only when -xcB.

Proposition 3.15 If X is a locally convex space, X has a neighborhood base

of 0 consisting of open, symmetric convex sets.

Proof: Choose N to be a convex neighborhood of 0. Then -N = {-x:xcN} is

also a convex neighborhood of 0. Let K=Nf-N. Note that K is a symmetric

convex set. Define PK to be the Minkowski sublinear functional for K. By

Theorem 3.12, pK(ax) = apK(x) if a2:0. Suppose a <0. Then PK(x) = pK[-a(-x)]=

Ia ( pK(-x) =ja I pK(x) since K is symmetric. Thus, for all aeR and xcX,

pK(ax) = Ia IpK(x). Furthermore, PK is continuous and int(K) = p1
1[0, 1)K.

Therefore, for any neighborhood base of 0 consisting of convex sets, there is a

corresponding neighborhood base of open, symmetric convex sets. I
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We conclude this chapter with a separation version of the Hahn-Banach

Theorem.

Theorem 3.16 Suppose X is a locally convex topological vector space, K is

a closed convex subset of X, and xOeFK. Then there exists a continuous linear

functional f:X-*R so that f(x0) <inf{f(k):kcK}.

Proof: Since by Proposition 3.15, X has a neighborhood base at 0 of

symmetric, convex sets, there exists an open, symmetric neighborhood V of 0 so

that U=V+ x=({v+&:vcV} is an open neighborhood of x 0 and UOK= 4. Choose

kOEK. Let W=U-K-(x0-ko)={u-k-(x 0-ko):ucU,kcK}. Note that EW, ko-xW, and

W is an open set. In fact, W is an open, convex set. Let w1 ,w2EW, where w1=u1-

x0+ko-k 1 and w 2 =u2 -k+ko-k 2. Then for Os6s1, 6w 1+(1-6)w 2 =

6u1 +(1-6)u2-x 0+ko-[6k+(1-6)k2]cW since both U and K are convex sets.

Let pw be the Minkowski sublinear functional with respect to W. Let

S = span(ko-xo). Define f:S-+R by f[a(ko-x0)] = a. Clearly, f is well-defined and

linear. Since kO-xW, pw(kO-x 0)21. If a <0, f[a(ko-x 0)] = a < 0sp[a(ko-x0)]. If a 0,

then pw[a(ko-)]=apw(ko-,)a=f[a(ko-&)]. Therefore, fspw on S, and by the

Hahn-Banach Theorem there exists a linear extension ?:X-*R so that (s) = f(s) for

all sES and ?(x) pw(x) for all xcX.

Note that ?[u-k-(xo-ko)]spw[u-k-(xo-ko)]s1=f(ko-x 0). Since N is linear, this

means t(u-k)s0, and thus ku) (k) for all ucU,kEK. It follows that
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sup{?(u):ucU) inf{?(k):kc K). Since (ko-x0)=1, clearly ? is not the zero

functional. Consider (V). The range of t on V is an interval centered at 0 since

V is a symmetric, convex neighborhood of 0. Therefore, (U) must be an interval

centered at ?(x0), which means there exists ucU so that t(u) >f(x). However, this

implies (x) < sup {?(u):uc U) inf( kk):kc K). Furthermore, since ? is bounded on

V, i is continuous at 0, and thus ? is continuous. I



CHAPTER IV

SECOND DUALS

Since X* is a Banach space, it too has a dual space. The space X** of all

continuous linear functionals f:X*+R is the continuous dual of X*. The relation

between a Banach space X, its dual Xe, and its second dual X** is another

important topic of discussion.

Let us begin by defining a function r on X by q(x)(x*) =x*(x), where x*EX*.

Thus, the range of q lies in the set of all functions whose domain is X*. Actually,

much more can be said of q.

Theorem 4.1 The function q is an isometric and isomorphic embedding of

X into X**.

Proof: For x*,y*EX*,

q(x)(x*+y*)=(x*+y)(x)=x*(x)+y*(x)= q(x)(x*)+ q(x)(y'). Furthermore, for aER,

q(x)(ax*)=(ax*)(x)=ax*(x)=aq(x)(x'). Therefore, for xcX, q(x) is a linear

function.

Choose xcX so that xo O. Then by Theorem 2.13, there exists a

continuous linear function f* so that f(x 0) =|x1 x| and I C(y) I I y II for all ycX.

Note that I(1/1)x01)- 01l=1. Thus, sup{Ix*[(1/IkI)-%]1:x*I 1}=1 since

39
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InrI =1. However, this means sup{jIx( 0)I: Ix' s1} = Ix0 . Therefore,

ln(x0)I =sup{ I ri(x)(x*)I:Ix' jsl}=sup{ jx*(xo) f:jx*]s1}= lx], and in general

ln(x) I= jxI for all xcX since Iq(0)1=sup{Jx*(0) 1:jx*Is1}=0= 101. Thus, r is

an isometry.

Since sup{ I n(x)(x*)|j: Ix*Is-e1}= lxii<co, by Theorem 1.7 q(x) is continuous

for each xcX. Thus, r7(X)sX**, and q is a mapping from X into X*.

Choose x,ycX and xcX*. Then

q(x+y)(x*)=x*(x+y)=x*(x)+x'(y)= q(x)(x*)+ q(y)(x*) since x* is linear for all xcX.

Furthermore, for acit, xcX, and x*EX*, q(ax)(x*)=x*(ax)=ax*(x)=ary(x)(x') since x*

is linear. Therefore, r is also linear.

Since 11rq(x) II= lxI for all xcX, by Corollary 2.3 q is an isomorphism.

Therefore, q is an isomorphic and isometric embedding of X into X**.lI

Just as X* generates the weak-topology on X, X** generates the weak-

topology on X*. Another topology on X* is generated by the image of q in X.

Definition 4.2 The w*-topology on X* is the weakest topology on X* for

which each member of q(X) is continuous. A typical neighborhood of a point

f*cX* is given by N(fO*;x,...,x;t) = {fkEX*: jf0(x)-f*(x) I <sE, xjcX,1sisn}=

n {rx*:iq(x;)(f*)-q(x;)(f)I< }.
i=1

Definition 4.3 A Banach space X is said to be reflexive if rq(X)=X*

Note that if q(X)= X**, the weak and w*-topologies on X* are equivalent.

Spaces which possess this property are of particular interest and will be examined
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later.

Just as (X ,w) has some interesting topological properties, so does (X*,w*).

Theorem 4.4 (X*,w*) is a Hausdorff space.

Proof: Choose C,gcX* so that frg* Then there exists some xX so that

f(x)#g(x). Thus, either f(x)-g*(x)>0 or g*(x)-f(x)>0. Without loss of generality,

suppose f(x)-g*(x) >0. Then there exists e >0 so that r(x)-g*(x)>s. Consider

N(f;x;s./2) and N(g*;x;e/2), where N(f;x;e/2) = {y*EX*:I rC(x)-y'(x) <6e/2} and

N(g*;x;c/2)={y*CX*:Ig*(x)-y*(x)j <s/2}. Suppose N(f;x;e/2)fN(g';x;e/2)*O.

Then there exists y*cN(f;x;E/2)N(g*;x;c/2). However, this implies

jr(x)-g*(x)s jC(x)-y*(x)I+ l y*(x)-g*(x)I<s/2+c/2=e. Since this is a

contradiction, N(f*;x;e/2)fN(g*;x;s/2)=0, and it follows that (X,w*) is a

Hausdorff space. 3

Actually, even more can be said of (X*,w*). An introductory lemma is

required.

Lemma 4.5 A one-to-one, continuous map from a compact space X onto a

Hausdorff space Y is a homeomorphism.

Proof: Suppose f:X+Y is a continuous bijection. Since X is compact, if
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HsX is closed, then H is also compact. Thus, f(H) is compact in Y, which implies

f(H) is closed since Y is a Hausdorff space. Therefore, f is a closed map and,

consequently, must be a homeomorphism. *

Theorem 4.6 (Bx.,w*) is a compact Hausdorff space.

Proof: By Theorem 4.4, w* is a Hausdorff topology. Let

= ([-iijx,product topology)= {f:Bx-4[-1,1],point-wise topology). Note that by

Tychonoff's Theorem (Willard 120), 0 is a compact space, and if frcBx., then

fr jXcQ. Let A={fco:f=C B* for some CcBx.}, and choose fcA'.

Since fcA', there exists a net (fe) in A so that for all xcBx, f,(x) converges

to f(x). Choose x,ycBx so that Ix+yI s1. Then for s >0, there exist aI,a2 so that

if aka1, then I f,(x)-f(x) j <6/2, and if a>a2, then j|f,.(y)-f(y) j <s/2. Choose

a3 a1 ,a 2. Then if aka3, I fa(x)+fj(y)-f(x)-f(y) sI

I f,(x)-f(x)I+ Ifj(y)-f(y)I <e/2+6e/2=e. However, I f,(x)+ f,(y)-f(x)-f(y)J=

|f,(x + y)-(f(x) + f(y)) j, which implies f,(x + y) converges to f(x) + f(y). Since f,J(x + y)

converges to f(x + y) and limits in R are unique, it follows that f(x+y) = f(x) + f(y).

Choose x,ycBx and a,bcR so that j aI+|jb s1. Then

j ax+byj: s|ax|+||byj=|ai jx||+Jb| j aj+jbjs1. Thus, forc>'0, there

exists a0 so that if a~ao, then jff(ax+by)-f(ax+by)j<e. However,

fe(ax + by) = af,,(x) + bf,(y), which implies af,(x) + bf,(y) converges to f(ax + by).

Since afa(x) + bfa(y) converges to af(x) + bf(y) and limits in R are unique, it follows
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that f(ax + by) = af(x) + bf(y).

xi-f[(1/Ixl)-x], x'e
Define ? on X by kx)= 0, if x=0. Clearly, I is well-defined

since for x,ycX so that x=y, Ix |=ly1. Choose xcX and aER. If aO and xsO,

then (ax)=lax! f[(1/Iaxl)ax]=

lal lxljf[(1/laxltaxl=alxlR(1/x)-x]=a(x). Choose x,ycX. If jx+y =0,

then x + y = 0, which means y = -x. Thus, hx + y) = ho) = 0 = k)x)-=?(x) + (

x) = R(x)+ f(y).

Suppose jx+y|s0. If Ix+y s1, where lxl 1 and lys1, then by previous

results f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y), and it follows that f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y). Suppose jxj>1

or Iy |>1. Without loss of generality, let jxj=max(Ix ,iy|). Then

f(x)+f(y)=lxi-f[(1/lItxl)X]+ Iy-f[(1/ y )y]=

lxl{f[(/lx)-x]+(lyl/lx )f=(1/IyIx)y]}I=x {[(1/Ix )-x]+f[(1/jxfI) y]} =

Ixjf[(1/Ixl)fx+y)]=f(x+y), and it follows that f(x+y)=f(x)+i(y).

Suppose I x+y I>1. Without loss of generality, let lxi=max(jjx ,iyjI).

Then lxl>1/2, which means 2lxl>1, and f(x)+f(y) =

xi f[(1/Ixl)-x]+ 1y1-f[(1/|yf|)y]=

lx! {f[(1/lxl)-x]+(ly / lxii)-f[(1/Iyl )yl}=

2lx+y -i|xl{f[(1/2j|x+yj lxl)x]+f[(1/2x+yj lxl)y]}=

/jx2+yj2|x)-(x+y)]}=|x+yjf[(1/lx+yl)(x+y)]=?(x+y).

Therefore, for all x,ycX, i(x+y) =?(x) + ?(y), and for acR, t(ax)=a(x). Thus, I is

a linear function.

Since f B =f, and fcQ9, sup{1f(x)1:xjfx 1} 1, which means I is continuous.
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Therefore, fcA, and A is closed. Since A is a closed subset of a compact set, A is

itself compact.

Define g:A+Bx. by g(x)=k. Choose x,ycA so that x=y. Then k=5, which

means g(x) =g(y), and g is well-defined. For x,yEA, suppose g(x) =g(y). Then

9=9, and thus in particular, =B = B. However, this means x=y, and g is one-

to-one. Choose CcBx.. Then as noted above, C j BxcA, and thus g is onto.

For hc(Bx.,w*), choose a w*-neighborhood, say
n

N(hp,...,xn;s)= l {fcBx.:h(x)-s <f(x)<h(x)+e, where lxi s1,1sisn}. Let
i=1

U=Ulx...xUx fl [-1,1], where for all itlsisn, Ui=({zEA: I z(x)-h(xi)j<a).

Note that for ycU, I y(x,)-h(x,)I<c for all i, 1sisn. Thus, EN(h;x1,...,x 4;c),

and g is continuous. Since g is a one-to-one, continuous function from a compact

space onto a Hausdorff space, g is a homeomorphism. Therefore, (Bx.,w*) is

itself a compact Hausdorff space. I

The following is an interesting alternative proof of Theorem 4.6.

Define I=[-xlIxlI for all xcX, and let P I. Clearly, by the
xeX

Tychonoff Product Theorem, P is a compact space. Define F:(Bx.,w*)+>P by

F(x*)(x) =x*(x)EI for each xcX. Clearly, F is well-defined.

Let AcP be defined by A={xcP:x=F(x*), xEBx.}. Choose geA'. Then

there is a net (f,)cBx. so that f,(x) converges to g(x) for all xcX. Furthermore,
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for xcX and acER, af,(x) converges to ag(x). Since f, is linear for all a, this

means f,(xx) converges to ag(x). However, since f,(ax) converges to g(ax), it

must be true that g(ax) =ag(x). For x,ycX, f,(x+y) converges to g(x+y). Since

f,(x+y)=f,(x)+f,(y) for all a, this means f,(x)+f,(y) converges to g(x+y).

However, since f4(x)+f,(y) converges to g(x)+g(y), it follows that

g(x+y)=g(x)+g(y) and g is a linear function.

Since I f,(x)Is.11 x1 for all xcX, it follows that I g(x)|s xI for all xcX.

Thus, g is continuous, which means A is closed. Therefore, A is compact, and

(Bx.,w*) is a compact Hausdorff space. I

Perhaps even more interesting than the proofs directly involving dual

spaces are those which employ their strengths in less obvious ways. The following

is one example.

Theorem 4.7 Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces, T:X-+Y is a linear

function, and T(Bx) is relatively weakly compact. Then T is bounded on Bx and

thus continuous on X.

Proof: Since T(Bx) is relatively weakly compact, the weak closure of

T(Bx) is compact in (Y,w). By Theorem 4.1, Y may be embedded isomorphically

and isometrically in Y** by a function r. Let A =cl[T(Bx)]'. Choose fEY. Note

that {q(y)(f):q(y)c(A)}={f(y):yE A} is a bounded set since it is the continuous
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image of a compact set. Since the choice of fEY was arbitrary, by definition R(A)

is pointwise bounded in Y**. Therefore, by the Uniform Boundedness Principle

q(A) is bounded in the norm on Y**. However, this implies A is bounded in the

norm on Y. Thus, there exists M0 so that j yI sM for all yE A, which means for

xcBx, j T(x) jjsM. Therefore, T is bounded and consequently continuous on X. I

Before we can continue our study of dual spaces and their related

topologies, a few results on linear functionals are necessary.

Definition 4.8 For a function f:X+R, the kernel of f, denoted by ker(f), is

defined by ker(f)={xcX:f(x)=0}.

Theorem 4.9 If X is a Banach space and f:X+R is a linear functional, then

fcX* if and only if ker(f) is closed.

Proof:. Suppose f is continuous. Consider ker(f) = K = {xcX:f(x) =0}.

Choose kcK. Then there exists a sequence (x)cK so that (x,) converges to k.

Since f is continuous, this implies f(x.) converges to f(k). However, f(x,) = 0 for all

nEN, which means 0 converges to f(k). Therefore, it follows that f(k) = 0, kEK,

and ker(f) is closed.

Suppose K is closed and f is not continuous. Since f is not continuous, by

Theorem 1.7 f is not bounded. Thus, there exists a sequence (x ) in Sx so that

f(x) :n for all neN.
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Consider the sequence (ye), where y ,=(1/f(x 1 ))-xl-(1/f(x.)) x, for all nEN.

Note that f(y,)=f[(1/f(x1)-x-(1/f(x.))-x,,]=1-1=0 for all nEN. Therefore, the

sequence (ye) is contained in K. Furthermore, note that (y.) converges to

(1/f(x1 ))- x. Since K is closed, this implies f[(1/f(x 1))-x,] = 0. However,

f[q(1/f(x))-x 11]=1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, f is continuous if and only

if K is closed. I

Definition 4.10 If Y is a proper linear subspace of a linear space X, then

Y is said to be of codimension n in X if there is a set {x1,...,x,} of n linearly

independent elements in X\Y so that X=span(Y,{x,...,xj}).

Proposition 4.11 If f:X-+R is not the zero functional, then the kernel of f

has codimension 1.

Proof: Since f is not the zero functional, K=ker(f) is a proper linear

subspace of X. Thus, there exists xcX fo that f(x)*0. Without loss of generality,

suppose f(x) =1. Choose ycX. Then there exists acR so that f(y) =af(x), which

means f(y)-af(x)=f(y-ax)=0. Thus, y-axcK and there must exist zEK so that

z=y-ax. However, this means y=ax+z. In fact, the representation of ycX as a

linear combination of x and an element of K is unique since if y=alx+z 1=a2x+z2 ,

then a1x-a2x=(a1-a 2)x=z2-zicK. Since xtK, this implies a1-a2 =0, which in turn

implies z2-z =0, and the representation is unique. Therefore, K has codimension 1
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in X. I

Theorem 4.12 If X is a linear space and fO,f1,...,f, are linear functionals on
n a

X so that f ker(f)cker(f0 ), then there exist a1,...,anER so that f0 =j afi.

Proof: Let I = ker(f), Osisn. Suppose KJ4-. If KcKO, then

dimKi<dimKO. Thus, by Proposition 4.11, fo is the zero functional and f0 = Of,. If

K1=KOoX, then for xcX\KO, span(KO,x)=X, and for ycX, y=ax+z for some acR

and zcKO. If fo(x)*f1 (x), then there exists acR so that f0(x)=aif,(x). Thus,

f0(y)=fo(ax +z)=af0(x)=aalf1(x)=af1(ax+z)=afl(y). Therefore, f0=af,.

Suppose f4,fI, and f2 are linear functionals so that KflK2cKo. If f4 is the

zero functional, then clearly f = Of1 + Of2. Suppose f0 is not the zero functional.

Then KOcX, and KO has codimension 1 in X. Suppose KflK2 =Ko. If KOcKj, then

f, must be the zero functional, and f0 =a 2 f2 by above. Similarly, if KOcK2 , f2 is the

zero functional and fo = alf1. If K1 = K2=KocX, then for xcX\Ko, span(Kox)=X,

and for ycX, y=ax+ z for some aER and zEKO. Then fjy)=afo(x). Choose a,a2{R

so that fO(x)=aif1(x)+a2f2(x). Thus,

fo(y) = f(ax + z) = afo(x) = a[alf 1(x) + a2 f2(x)] = aift(ax + z) + a2f2(ax + z) = af,(y)+a2f2(y),

and it follows that fo = aif1 + a2 f2 .

Suppose KjlK2cKOcX. Note that the codimensions of KOK1, and Kare

each 1 in X, K 1#K2, K, 1 -K 2, and K2TKl. Furthermore, KflK2 # and, in fact, since

KjK(12 is the kernel of f1 I K2 and of f2 IK1, then K3K2 has codimension 1 with

respect to K, and K2. Therefore, Kj2 must have codimension 2 in X. Choose
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y1cK1\K2 and y 2cK2\K 1. Note that span(K 1fK2,y 1) = K 1, span(K 1fK2 ,y2 )=K2,

span(K1,y2) =X, and span(K2,y1)=X. Furthermore, if y1EKO, then K1cKO, which is

a contradiction, and similarly, if y2cK0, then K2cK1, which is also a contradiction.

Therefore, y,y2cX\Ko, which means fo(y 1),f 0(y2)*0.

Note that for teX, t=aly1+z2=aly 1+a2y 2 +z=b2y 2 +z 1=b2y2 +b 1y 1+z, where

ai,bicR, zEKi, and z,z'cKflK2. It follows that (a1-b1)y 1 + (a2 -b2 )y2 =

z-z'cK1K2K,K2. Since yEK1, (a2-b2)y2cK 1, which implies a2-b2 =0. Similarly,

since y2cK2, (a1-b 1)y 1cK2, which means a1-b1 =0. Thus, z'-z=0, and it follows that

the representation is unique.

Suppose fo(y 1)*f2( 1). Then there exists a2cR so that f0(y,1)=a 2fkrO.

Similarly, there exists a1cR so that fO(y2) =a 1f1(y2). Choose teX. Then

t=aiy 1 +a2y2+z, where a1,a2cR and zEK 1fK2. Thus,

fo(t) = f(ajy 1 + a2y2 + z) = af(y1) + a2fo(y2) = aa2f2y1 ) +a 2af 1(y 2) = aj[af1(y1) + a 2f2(y 1)l

+a2[alf 1(y2) + a2f2(y2)] = a 1f 1(aly1) + a2f2 (aly1) + aif 1(azy2)+a 2f2(a2y2)=

a 1f1(a 1y1 +a2y 2 + z)+Ca2f2(aly1 +a 2y 2 + z)=Calf1(y)+a2f2(y). Therefore, f=ajf1 +a 2f2

Suppose the theorem is true for all linear functionals fE,f1,...,f so that

fl KicKo, where nsk for a fixed kEN. Now suppose f,fj,...,fj are linear
i-1 k+1
functionals so that f KcKO. Note that it may be assumed that f,...,k+1 are

i=1

linearly independent; otherwise, the problem may be reduced to a case where

nsk.

Since f is not a linear combination of {f1}, for 1sjsk, there exists agcX so

that ft(a)*0, while f1(a) =0 for all i j. Without loss of generality, suppose f(A) =1.
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k+l k+l
Choose xE X. Note that ft(x- ft(x)ai) = t(x)-ft( ft(x)ai)=

k+I WIi"

fg(x)-y f(a)Y-f(x)=tf(x)-ft(a)fi(x)=f(x)-fj(x)=0 for all j, where 1sjsk+ 1.
k+1 k+1

Since the choice of x was arbitrary, x- f(x)ac fl KOCKJ for all xcX.
k+1 "k+I i-1

Therefore, it follows that f0(x- E f,(x)ai) = f(x)-7 f0(a)f,(x)=0 for all xcX.
i-j 1=1 k+

Define ai=f0(aj) for all i, 1 isk+ 1. Then for all xcX, f(x)= E7a (x), and by
i-i

induction the theorem holds for linear functionals f',fJ,..., , where KcKo for all
nEN. * i.1

The following is a more concise, alternative proof of Theorem 4.12.

Let fO,f,...,fj be linear functionals so that fl KdKO. Define F:X-+Rn by
1-1

F(x) = (f1(x),...,f,(x)). Note that F(X) is a linear subspace of R". Define f:F(X)4R

by ?(f1(x),...,f(x)) = fo(x). Choose x,ycX so that (f1(x),...,f,(x)) =(f(y),...,f(y)).

Then for all 1sisn, fi(x) =ft(y), which means

fi(x-y) = 0 and x-ycK,. Thus, x-yc fl (cK 0 , which implies f0(x-y) = 0. Therefore,

fo(x) = fo(y), and ? is well-defined and bounded by f0.

Since fi is linear for Osisn, ? must also be linear. Therefore, by the Hahn-

Banach Theorem, f may be extended to all of R. Call the extension f'. Then

there exists (y,...,y.)cRn so that for all (z,...,zn)ERn, f'(z1 ,...,z) =y 1z 1 +...+yz,

while f '(f 1(x),...,f(x))= :y fi(x)=fo(x). *

We now return to our study of dual spaces. The following theorem relates
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the weak and w*-topologies to the norm topology.

Theorem 4.13 Let X be a Banach space. If f:(Xw)-+R is continuous and

linear, then there exist M> 0 and f1,...,fcX* so that I f(x)I<sME fi(x) I for all

xcX. Thus, a continuous linear function on (X,w) is an element of X*.

Furthermore, if f:(X*,w*)->R is a continuous linear function, then there exists xcX

so that f(x*)=x*(x) for all x*EX*.

Proof: Since {0} is a closed set in R, f'(0) is a closed subset of (Xw). In

fact, f"(0) = K is a linear subspace of X. If f is the zero functional, then for any

M>0 and f,...,fcX*, ff(x) M fi(x)j. If f is not the zero functional, then K
i-I

is a proper linear subspace of codimension 1 in X.

By definition, the w-topology is the weakest topology on X under which f*

is continuous for all f*ex*. Since C is also continuous on (X, -|) for all c X, if

K is closed in (X,w), K must also be closed in (X,fi-II).

Choose x0cX\K. Then by Theorem 2.14, there exists freX* so that II fr=1,

C(K)=0, and f*(x0)=d(xK). Suppose C(k)=0. Since x0 eK, there must exist a

sequence (xy) of elements of K so that the sequence Jx-x'0 converges to 0, which

means (xe) converges to x 0. However, since K is closed, this would imply xcK,

which is a contradiction. Thus, f7(x)=a>0, and it follows that f* is not the zero

functional. Since KcK* = ker(C)cX, and K has codimension 1 in X, it must be

true that K*=K.

Thus, for any finite collection f1,...,f cX* so that fi=f for some i, 1sisn,
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ft n
f KicK, and by the previous theorem there exist a 1,...,acR so that f(x)E= aft(x)
i-l .1n m
for all xcX. Therefore, j f(x) =jy aift(x) |I-sjaif(x)I, and for

M=m {jail}, 1f(x)1Mr lf(x)I for allxEX.
i-I n

In particular, jf(x)|sME Ift(x) j for all xcX so that Ix is1. Since ftEX*

for lsisn, f is continuous and thus sup{(fi(x):jxis1} =Mi<. Therefore, for

xcX so that Ixisi, if(x)|IME Ifi(x)IsMZ M< , which means fcX*.

Recall that the w*-topology is the weakest topology on X making each

element of q(X) continuous. By a similar argument to that above, there exist

M>0 and x1,...,XcX so that I f(x*)IsME q(xi)(x*) =ME jxs(x,)| for all x cX.
Si-I jul

Note that this implies fl KpK, where Ki=ker(q(x,)) and K=ker(f). Therefore, by
=1l

Theorem 4.12, there exist a1,...,ancR so that f= 3 a. Thus,
n n iI n

f(x*) =1 aiq(xi)(x*)=x*(y aA), and there exists x = aXCX so that f(x*)=x(x)

for all xcX*.

Actually, this theorem is just a specific case of a more general result.

Some preliminary information is necessary.

Definition 4.14 A seminorm p on X is a sublinear functional which is

absolutely homogeneous; i.e., p(ax) =|j a j p(x) for all xcX and acR.

Proposition 415 If p is a seminorm on X, then p(x) O for all xcX.
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Pro f., Since p is a seminorm, p(ax)=Ia I p(x) for allxEX and acER. In

particular, this means p(Ox)=p(O)=Op(x)=0. Thus, for xEX, 0=p(x-x)s

p(x)+p(-x )=p(x)+p(x)=2p(x). Since 2p(x) 0, it follows that p(x) 0 for all xcX.

We are now ready for a more general result.

Theorem 4.16 Let X be a vector space and {p,:aEcA} be a collection of

seminorms on X. Let r be the weakest topology consistent with the vector space

operations making all of the p, continuous. If T:(X,r)-+R is continuous, then

there exist M>0 and a 1,...,ancA so that IT(x)f sME p (x) for all XEX.

ial

Proof: Suppose T:(X,t)->R is continuous, yet the conclusion of the theorem

is false. Then for any M>0 and al,...,acA, there exists xcX so that

IT(x) I>ME p2 (x).
jaj

Define X(A) to be the collection of all finite subsets of A. Let

'P={(n,A):ncN,#*AcQA)}. ' is clearly a directed set with the order relation

defined by (n,A) (m,B) if and only if BcA and nim.

Choose c >0. Then there exists nEN so that 1/n< e. For (n,a)cT, there

exists xn,Ec X so that npa(xn,,)1<I1T(xn,a) I, which implies p,(xns)s1/n. Choose

(m,A)cP so that (m,A) (n,a). Then acA and 1/m 1/n<s. Furthermore, there

must exist xmAcX so that mE Pa(xmA)1 < I T(xmA) j. Then it certainly follows

that p,(xm)1/m s1/n<c. Continuing this process results in a net (xZB) where
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Pa(\B) converges to 0. However, since p, is continuous, this implies (xB)

converges to 0, while j|T(xZB) I>1 for all ze N and BEX Since T is continuous,

this is a contradiction and the proof is complete. I

In fact, even this result can be further generalized.

Theorem 4.17 Let X and Y be locally convex topological vector spaces.

Let {p:ac A} be a set of continuous seminorms generating the topology on X,

and let {a:&r} be a set of continuous seminorms generating the topology on Y.

A linear function T:X+Y is continuous if and only if for all Ber there exist M>0

and a1 ,...,ancA so that q(T(x))ME p (x) for all xeX.

Prooff;. Suppose T:X+Y is a continuous linear function, yet the conclusion

of the theorem fails to hold. Then there exists 8cr so that for any M>0 and

n
a1,...,ane A, there exists xeX so that q6(T(x)) > ME pa(x). As in the previous

theorem, it is possible to obtain a net (xzB) So that (xZB) converges to Ox, while

qg(T(xZB))> 1 for all (z,B). Since T is continuous, (T( B)) must converge to

T(x) = Oy. However, this is a contradiction since qb is continuous and this would

imply qI(T(Xz 8)) converges to 0. Therefore, if T:X-+Y is continuous and linear,
nthen for all 13cr there exist M>0 and a1 ,...,acA so that qB(T(x))ME p(x) for

all xcX.

Suppose that for all 8cr there exist M>0 and a1 ,...,anc A so that
n

q(T(x))ME p(x) for all xcX, where T:X+Y is a linear function. Then in
jal
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particular the above conclusion holds for a net (x,) in X, where (x,) converges to

Ox. Since p is a continuous seminorm for all i,1<i<n, it follows that p (x,)

converges to p (Ox)=0. Thus, ME p (x,) converges to 0.

n i-1

Since gs(T(x,))sME pi(x,) which converges to 0, clearly q8(T(x,))
i=1

converges to 0. Thus, q(T(x,)) converges to q%(Oy)=0, and since q is

continuous, this means T(x,) converges to T(Ox). It follows that T is continuous

at 0. Therefore, by Theorem 1.7, T is continuous. I

Actually, most of the material in this section could have been done in

broader terms. We conclude this chapter with an examination of duals in a more

general setting.

Definition 4.18 If E and F are both vector spaces over R, then E and F

form a dual pair if there exists a bilinear mapping <-,->:ExF->R so that if

xcE\{O}, then there exists ycF so that <x,y> *0, and if ycF\{O}, then there exists

xcX so that <x,y> *0.

Definition 4.19 The c(E,F) topology is the weakest locally convex topology

on E consistent with the vector space operations so that each element of F acts on

E as a continuous linear functional.

A neighborhood at 0 is given by N(O;y,...,y;E)=

{xcE: f <x,y1> j <,ycF,I1<i<n}. Translates of this neighborhood form

neighborhoods of each point xOcE. Note that this topology is generated by the

family {<-,y> I:ycF} of seminorms.
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Theorem 4.20 The continuous dual of (E,a(E,F)) is F. That is, if

f:(E,a(E,F))->R is a continuous linear functional, then there exists a unique ycF so

that f(x) = <x,y> for all xEE.

Pr_ Suppose f:(E,a(E,F))-+R is a continuous linear functional. Note that

R with the usual topology is also a locally convex topological vector space, and

is a continuous seminorm on R. Therefore, by Theorem 4.17 there exist

M>0 and y1,...,ycF so that j f(x) sM |<x,y 1> I for all xcE. Recall that y1...y

are continuous linear functionals on (E,a(E,F)). Since f ker(y))cker(f), by
n i-I n

Theorem 4.12 there exist ai,...,ancR so that f=E ajyi. Thus, f= ajyiEF since F

is a vector space. Therefore, there exists yEF so that f(x) = <x,y >for all xcE.

Suppose there exists zcF, where zoy, so that f(x) = < x,z> for all xE. Then

< xy > =<x,z> for all xcE, which by definition means y=z. Thus, y is unique. *

The results of Theorem 4.13 now follow as a corollary to Theorem 4.20.

We end the chapter with this result.

Corollary 4.21 The dual of (X,w) is X*, and the dual of (X*,w*) is X.

Proof: The w-topology on X is the weakest topology on X making each

member of X* continuous, and a neighborhood base in a(X,X) is also a

neighborhood base in the w-topology. Thus, by the previous theorem the dual of
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(X,w) is X*.

Similarly, the w*-topology on X* is generated by r(X), and thus essentially

by X, since r is an isomorphic isometry. Thus, a neighborhood base in a(X*,X) is

also a neighborhood base in the w*-topology. Therefore, by the previous theorem

the dual of (X*,w*) is X. *

It should be noted that the previous result could also have been obtained

by observing that the identity maps from (X,w) to (Xa(X,X)) and from (X*,w*)

to (X*,u(X*,X)) are surjective homeomorphisms.



CHAPTER V

REFLEXIVE SPACES

As was previously mentioned, reflexive spaces are of great interest. Now

that we have examined dual spaces and their respective topologies, we can

determine under what conditions a space is reflexive. Several preliminary

remarks are necessary before we can attain the central result.

Theorem 5.1 If (Bx.,w) is compact, then id:(Bx.,w)-+(Bx.,w*) is a

homeomorphism.

Proof: Clearly, the identity function is one-to-one and onto. Since the w*-

topology is generated by rq(X), while the w-topology is generated by all of X**, if a

set is open in the w*-topology, it is also open in the w-topology. Thus, the

identity function is also continuous.

By previous results, (Bx.,w*) is a compact Hausdorff space. If K is a

closed subset of (Bx.,w), then K is also compact, which means id(K) is compact

and thus closed in (Bx*,w*). Therefore, the identity function id:(Bx.,w)4(Bx.,w*)

is a homeomorphism. I

Theorem 5.2 rq(Bx) is w*-dense in Bx**.

58
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Proft- Since q is an isometry, clearly g(Bx)cBx... Since X* is a Banach

space, by previous results (BX..,w') is compact. Thus, the w*-closure of q(Bx),

cl[q(Bx)]*, must be a w*-compact subset of Bx*.. Suppose cl[q(Bx)]*cBx...

Then there exists x**cBx**\cl[r1(Bx)]W*. By previous results, X** with the w*-

topology is a locally convex space. Therefore, by Theorem 3.16 there exists fcX***

so that f(x**)>sup{f(u):ucl[(BX)]*}. Since If ={ If(z) :zcBx..}, it follows

that jjfjj f(x* *). However, since f is continuous on (X**,w*), by Theorem 4.13

fcX*, which means I f s5sup{f(u):uccl[ (Bx)]*}<f(x**). Since this is a

contradiction, it follows that cl[r,(Bx)]f*=Bx., and q(Bx) is w*-dense in Bx... U

Theorem 5.3 If (Bx*,w) is compact, then q(Bx.) =Bx., and thus X* is

reflexive.

Proof: Since q is an isometric embedding, clearly q(Bx.)cBx***. Note that

since (Bx.,w) is compact and the w-topology on X* is equivalent to the w*-

topology on q(X*), q(Bx*) is actually w*-compact. By Theorem 4.4, (Bx.*.,w*) is a

Hausdorff space. By the preceding theorem, q(Bx*) is w*-dense in Bx**..

However, a compact subset of a Hausdorff space is closed, which means

cl[(Bx)]..**=q(Bx*). Therefore, rq(Bx.) =Bx., which implies q(X)=X*** and

thus X* is reflexive. I

These results, together with what we have already learned, provide a
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sufficient background for the main theorem on reflexive spaces.

Tlheorerm5.4 The following are equivalent:

a) X is reflexive

b) (Bx,w) is compact

c) X* is reflexive

d) (Bx.,w) is compact.

Prf: Suppose X is reflexive. Then ri(Bx) = Bx... By previous results

(Bx**,w*) is compact. Thus, q(Bx) is also w-compact. Since the w-topology on

Bx is equivalent to the w*-topology on q(Bx), it therefore follows that (Bx,w) is

also compact. Hence, a) implies b).

Suppose that (Bx,w) is compact. Then q(Bx) is w*-compact. Since

(X**,w*) is a Hausdorff space, this implies cl[ri(Bx)]W* = r(Bx). By Theorem 5.2,

therefore, q(Bx)= Bx., and X is reflexive. Thus, b) implies a).

Suppose X is reflexive. Then q(X)=X**, which means the w*-topology is

the same as the w-topology on X*. Since by previous results (Bx*,w*) is compact,

this means (Bx*,w) is also compact. Therefore, a) implies d).

Suppose X* is reflexive. Then q(Bx*) = Bx.. By Theorem 4.6, (Bx**,w*)

is compact, which means q(Bx*) is also w*-compact. Since the w-topology on Bx.

is equivalent to the w*-topology on q(Bx*), this implies (Bx.,w) is also compact.

Therefore, c) implies d).
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Suppose (Bx.,w) is compact. Then by Theorem 5.3, T7(Bx.) = Bx... , and

thus X is reflexive. Therefore, d) implies c).

Suppose X* is reflexive, whereas X is not reflexive. Since X* is reflexive,

by definition q(Bx*)=Bx.... Since X is not reflexive, q(Bx)cBx.*. Furthermore,

q(Bx) is a closed convex set since Bx is a closed convex set and q is an

isomorphic embedding. Choose xocBx..\q(Bx). Then by Theorem 3.16 there

exists fcX*** so that f(xo)>sup{f(x):xcn (Bx)}. Note that since X* is reflexive, f is

also essentially an element of X*. Thus, f(xO) > sup{f(x):xc r(Bx)}a|IIfi, whereas it

is also true that Iff11 =sup{ j f(x) j :xcBx**} f(xo). Since this is a contradiction, it

follows that X is reflexive. Therefore, c) implies a). I

It follows from previous results that all finite-dimensional spaces are

reflexive. It can also be shown that certain infinite-dimensional spaces are

reflexive. The IeP and LP spaces, for 1< p <oo, can be shown to be infinite-

dimensional, reflexive spaces (Royden 132-5). This result would not be very

significant if it were the case that all spaces are reflexive. We conclude with an

example of a non-reflexive space. In fact, we have already seen an example of

such a space. As was shown earlier, for X = c0, Xe =2I, and X**=.. However,

since Cm is the space of all bounded sequences, and each element of co is certainly

bounded, cogcC. In fact, co is a proper subspace of 2 since any non-zero constant

sequence is an element of 2 and certainly not an element of co. Therefore,

rq(co)cC, and c is not a reflexive space.
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